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PROGRAM

Thursday, June 16

17:25-17:30 Welcome address by the Chair of the Philosophy Department, Associate Professor Michael Paroussis

17:30-18:40 Jannis Pissis (University of Tübingen): "The I as an object and as a subject. Kant's critique of rational psychology"

Coffee break

19:10-20:40 Matthew Boyle (Harvard University): “Knowledge as Subject and Agential Knowledge”
Comment: Lara Skourla (Hellenic Open University)

Dinner

Friday, June 17

09:30-11:00 James Conant (University of Chicago): "Layer-Cake vs. Transformative Conceptions of Human Mindedness"
Comment: Stelios Virvidakis (National & Kapodistrian University of Athens)

Coffee break

11:30-12:40 Anthony Hatzimoysis (National & Kapodistrian University of Athens): "Sartrean Reflections"

Coffee break

13:00-14:10 Charis Chronis (Panteion University): "The human face of rationality"

Lunch Break - finger food

17:30-19:00 Sebastian Rödl (University of Leipzig): "First Person in Analytic Philosophy"
Comment: Dionysis Christias (National & Kapodistrian University of Athens)

Coffee break

19:30-20:40 Adrian Haddock (University of Stirling): "On 'The Subjectivity of Sensation', and some related matters"
Saturday, June 18

10:00-11:10 Costas Pagondiotis (University of Patras): "Self-Consciousness and Transparency"

Coffee break

11:30-12:40 Miltiades Theodossiou (National Technical University of Athens): "Blind Certainty? The Rational Animal in Wittgenstein's On Certainty"

Contact:
Andreas Michalakis (micha@upatras.gr)
Costas Pagondiotis (cpagond@upatras.gr)